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WHAT’S ON THIS MONTH
OCTOBER 3

PRESENTATION
Members Presentation

OCTOBER 10

PRESENTATION
Portfolio &
Illustrate a Song

OCTOBER 17

GARDEN COMPETITION
Presentation Evening
Windsor RSL – 7.00pm

OCTOBER 27

OUTING
Scavenger Hunt

September, October and November are the busiest
months of our club’s year. We have the Hawkesbury
Council’s Garden Competition in full swing with the
presentation night in two weeks’ time on 17 October.
Please support the club and come along, we need all
the help we can get.
Ian Cambourne is co-ordinating the 4-way Interclub
Competition in November. Please bring your best
images for consideration in that event. We need
images for Colour, Mono prints and images for
Projected Categories.
The committee extend its thanks to Pete Burford and
Marian Paap for their work with the Macquarie
Towns Orchestra on 16 September and to Charles
Sutton and George Romanowski for their work with
the Garden Competition Judge on the 15 and 16. Ron
Rodgers had volunteered for Sunday but his services
were not required. Thanks in any case.
Lesley McGuire and Debbie Cloake organised a great
outing at ‘Mirabooka’ in Castle Hill for the last
Saturday of the month. This was so successful I’ve
heard that some of our shooters stopped
photographing the gardens just to soak up the
splendour of the garden.
The Relay for Life was held at the Hawkesbury
Showgrounds on the same day and again the
committee extends its thanks to Paul Hulbert, Tina
Simm, Marian Paap and Ian Cambourne for their
contribution to supporting the Cancer Council of
NSW.

The selection process for images for the Children’s
Ward in Windsor Hospital is also underway. Please
select appropriate images and four printed entries
only.
The trip to Mayfield garden has been postponed until
an autumn month to be decided after consultation
with the Garden management. We will keep you
posted. This leaves a venue for our Christmas party
yet to be decided. Suggestions please.

EXHIBITION
Contemporising the Modern:
Australian Modern and
NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION
Contemporary Photography

The committee has cobbled together a rough outline
for the program for 2019. Members will be sent an
email before our AGM detailing the proposed
program and you will be invited to fill in an online
survey to help the committee meet the members’
expectations.
Your feedback is important, so take the few minutes
needed to complete the survey.
John Hughes

CAMERA CLUB’S OUTINGS
\
27 October - Photo Scavenger Hunt
NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION
Meet at:
McDonalds
15 Argyle Street
Camden
At 8.30am
You will be given a list of shots to take during the day.
We plan to meet up for lunch at a local pub and explore
the Camden area.

Other events you might like to check out
(Not actual camera club excursions)
20-21st October - Steampunk Goulburn - 10am - Goulburn
Historic Waterworks - Marsden Weir off Fitzroy Street,
Goulburn - 10am - 4pm - Tickets available online https://www.goulburnaustralia.com.au/EventCalendar/Steampunk-Victoriana-Fair.aspx

Olive COTTON (1911–2003)
Only to Taste the Warmth, the Light, the Wind, c.1939
[silver gelatin photograph]
Gift of the Russell Mills Foundation, 2015
(MAMA collection)
The current exhibition at Hawkesbury Regional Museum is
available for viewing until 28 October 2018 focussing on
photographic icons from the 20th and 21st centuries. The
Gallery’s media release outlines the exhibition as follows:
Contemporising the Modern - Photography from
the Russell Mills Collection, features over 50 Iconic
Australian photographs from some of Australia’s
best known artists, including iconic works by Max
Dupain and Olive Cotton through to Contemporary
work by Bill Henson and Narelle Autio.
Contemporising the Modern is a touring exhibition
from the Murray Art Museum Albury (MAMA) and
tours with funding from the Russell Mills
Foundation, a foundation set up by the late Russell
Mills to encourage the arts and social justice in
Australia.
Russell Mills began collecting photography in the
1990s. Over an 18-year period he collected major
images by recognised Australian photographers,
including Robert McFarlane’s Bea nude (1978),
Kerry Dundas’s Harbor side Life (1952),
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Roger Scott’s Queenscliff, Sydney (1975), and
Wolfgang Sievers’ The Gears for the Mining Industry
(1967).
Mills was initially drawn to the work of Australian
photographer Olive Cotton, who achieved longoverdue recognition for her photography during the
mid-1980s. Mills was captivated by Cotton’s
imagery and acquired four works, making her the
most represented photographer in his collection.
The works included icons such as Teacup ballet
(c.1935), Only to taste the warmth, the light, the
wind (c.1939), Glasses (1937) and Fire escape
(1935/1995).

Here is a good photo opportunity for members of
the Camera Club.

WWI Armistice Day Poppy
Installation

Also well represented in the Mills collection is the
work of Max Dupain including the iconic Sunbaker
(1937/1980s), which has become synonymous with
the advent of modernism in Australian
photography.
Mills Foundation Chair and Russell’s niece,
Alexandra Mills says, ‘Collections reflect the lives
and loves of those who build them. This exhibition
records the evolution of one man's passionate
engagement with the beauty and power of
photography.’
‘MAMA is pleased to share these photographs with
audiences across the country says MAMA Director
Bree Pickering. ‘And we are grateful both to Russell
Mills and his Foundation for enabling them to be
seen throughout regional Australia’.
The Gallery is located on the 1st floor of Deerubbin Centre,
300 George Street Windsor, and admission is free. Open
6 days a week, Monday, Wednesday-Friday 10am-4pm;
Saturday-Sunday 10am-3pm. Closed on Tuesday and public
holidays.

Over 6,000 poppies have been knitted or crocheted
by the enthusiastic and dedicated crafters of the
Hawkesbury. They will now be made into an
installation to commemorate the centenary of the
end of World War 1. The installation will grace the
atrium of the Deerubbin Centre in Windsor, at 300
George Street.
The poppies show respect for, and remembrance of
those who have served in all wars, conflicts and
peacekeeping operations, their families and their
communities.
As the centenary of World War One (1914-1918)
draws to a close, the Manager of Cultural Services
Keri Whiteley understands that many people want to
commemorate the event in this way.
“It’s a very practical, but very meaningful thing to do.
It’s also a wonderful way of honouring the women
who contributed in so many ways to the war effort,
including knitting socks for their men away at war,”
Keri said.
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“Hawkesbury Central Library has been hosting
monthly poppy-making days since April, and now we
are turning to assembling them into the installation.
“On each Friday during October, from 10am to
midday, everyone is invited to help in the simple
process of tying the 6,000 poppies to the supplied
backing,” she said.
The Commemorative Poppy installation will be
officially opened at 10am on Friday, 9 November
and all are welcome.

TIPS
STREET PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS WITH ANY CAMERA
BYNMARK
DSOUZA
EWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
Street photography is very, very different from
documentary,
photojournalism,
or
even
travel
photography. We’ll look at it as soon as I tell you this quick
story.

Hawkers stall in Georgetown. I did get permission
from them by the way, but picked this photograph to
illustrate the next point. I enjoyed their noodle soup.
Some of the locals raised their fingers in V’s and put on a
huge smile to pose for my lens. It’s nice to get posed
pictures, but I was looking for candid shots. A few reacted
to the camera differently; they turned away. The last thing
on my mind was to offend anyone, so I’d point my focus
toward the food if I felt that someone was uncomfortable.
Since they were still in the frame, though, any wide shots
weren’t usable since they had their backs turned toward
the camera.
These experiences were alright. But what came next was
the worst. I had set up a frame to do a long exposure shot
at Pavilion. This was on the street and outdoors. The
security hassled me saying I couldn’t use a tripod. I was
shocked. This wasn’t even a professional or large tripod. It
was $5 tripod that I had bought outside the LRT station
that could barely carry the weight of a small Olympus point
and shoot camera. Mind-you, I hadn’t carried my DSLR.

Street Photography
Amidst Kuala Lumpur’s shimmering skyscrapers, I planned
to capture some corporate video and photography
footage. Next, I decided to hit the food streets. It has been
the fasting month of Ramadan. I wanted to document the
culture, food, and people. I was planning to capture real
emotions of the vendors and hawkers serving their
customers. Seemed like a bright idea until I hit some
serious roadblocks.

This got me thinking. What gear would be best to carry
around for these situations? What are some tips to not
aggravate the local people? How do I overcome these
overzealous security guards? And how do I get street shots
that are Instagram worthy?
So in this article we will discuss three things:
1. Technical. What lenses, cameras, zoom ranges and
settings to use? What shots can be snapped on a
smartphone? And, I’ll share camera settings that work
on both, too.
2. Gear. What equipment to carry around so that you
don’t appear as a threat to locals and security?
3. Tips & Tricks. First hand tips for better street
photography. While they’re still fresh in my mind.
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TECH SPECS AND SETTINGS
Street photography is unique and very different from other
photography. This is why the technical approach to it is
also very different from other types of photography.
Typically, when you document events you might have a
story in mind. Meanwhile, with street photography it’s just
a fleeting moment that might make sense. Sometimes, not
so much. It could be the way clouds reflect on a skyscraper
or a corporate employee rushing across the street with
papers flying in the air. It’s all about getting lucky. The hard
part is to bring attention to a subject amidst all the chaos.

Shutter Speed for Smartphone Users:
Even if you’re on a smartphone, you might want to check
your phone settings and apps to see if you can manually
set your shutter. I was lucky to have these options on my
phone. I use a Samsung Note 5.

Blurry Images
This got me thinking, while I sorted out my photos for the
day. What’s the main reason I had to discard some
otherwise good photographs? The number one reason was
blurry images! So let’s look at some tips to tackle blurry
images. Blurry images could result from camera shake
while handling your camera without stabilization or
because of a low shutter speed setting. Usually both!
Manual Settings
Don’t be overwhelmed with the manual settings. They’re
quite simple once you have a little bit of help and
reference settings to get started. I am going to share some
ideal camera setting in each section as well.
Shutter Speed
Shooting at a higher shutter speed will solve a lot of these
problems.

Manual Camera App
Shooting at low shutter speeds could be super
advantageous, especially on a smartphone. You’ll be able
to produce some usable pics in low light. Typically
smartphones shoot at lower shutter speeds when there
isn’t enough light. This is why they take forever to snap.
The downside is if your camera is not stable your photos
are most likely to turn blurry.

Shot on Samsung Galaxy Note 5 with manual settings.
Food stall. Bangalore, India.

Third Party Camera Apps:
If you don’t see the shutter or pro options on your phone
you could try using a third party app that lets you control
shutter speed. Here are a few Camera FV-5, A better
Camera and Open Camera for Android and Pro Camera,
Camera+ for iPhone/ iPod.
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Stabilization
A super way to combat blurry images or camera shake is to
use better stabilization. A rig or a tripod can help you
shoot at slower shutter speeds. Keeping the camera stable
will help you capture sharper and crisper images (while
your subjects aren’t moving). Meanwhile, you could
capture movements of trails or even streaks of light while
objects are in motion. They make for interesting captures.

Speed Lights
Don’t be afraid to pump up your ISO settings. Street
photography is supposed to be gritty. A little noise doesn’t
hurt. If you’re shooting at night, please consider using an
external flash. If you don’t have a place to bounce the
flash, use it directly on your subject on minimum power.
Step back or forward to get a well exposed shot separating
your subject from the environment. Meanwhile, try to
avoid hotspots or burnt out highlights.
Filters
What happens when the sun is too bright and you’re
getting overexposed highlights—especially if you like
shooting with your aperture more open? This is a good
time to consider buying a set of polarization filters for your
lenses. I am not sure if they’re available for smartphones,
but typically, most smartphones aren’t bright enough to
call for filters.

Chin Swee Temple. Genting Highlands, Malaysia.
Lens Speed & Aperture
Closing your aperture settings, allowing less light in makes
for sharper or deeper depth of field. I’m really not a big fan
of photography that separates the subject through shallow
depth of field (blurry backgrounds). I would prefer to
separate my subject from the background with the use of
contrasting colors or natural vignettes. When your
aperture settings are closed and you’re shooting at higher
shutter speeds your pictures are going to get dark. This is
because less light is allowed into your sensor.

Zoom Range
From my experience and style of shooting, the most
optimum zoom range has been 35mm to 70mm. When it
comes to capturing a good shot there’s no other way than
to get involved up close and personal. When I used a
telephoto lenses I kept missing shots. By the time I zoomed
in, the moment was over. When I clicked wide shots, they
usually looked too busy. The frames were too wide and
chaotic to make the cut. 35mm is really my sweet spot.
There’s enough room to crop and vignette out unnecessary
details, and it lets you get close to the action with less
obstructions in your frame.

Bukit Bintang H&M Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Shot on Samsung Galaxy Note 5. Georgetown, Penang.

Framing
How do you bring your viewers’ attention to the story?
What idea do you want to sell through your photography?
When you’re using your smartphone, it makes sense to
plan ahead. Most pictures might be a little too wide with
too many things happening. Expect to crop your images. If
there’s something interesting in a frame and you’re too far
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away, you might want to consider cropping it in post.
Setting the largest dimensions to capture photos on your
phone helps. The lenses on most older model phones are
quite wide.
Here are my typical camera settings:
 Aperture: f/3.5
 Shutter Speed: 1/125 to 1/500 second
 ISO 800
I add an external speed light or polarization filters to
further fill or cut light into my scene.
THE GEAR
Preparedness is always better. Being geared to be able to
snap a moment at any random time is imperative. A great
picture could happen at any time. Packing less has many
advantages. Being clever about what you carry on your
person is crucial to mastering street photography.

Z-mount setup that’s stable enough to replace a
tripod in the field.
Speed Light
And for safety, an external speed light and a variable
polarization filter an be mounted on your lens.
A clever trick I discovered is to carry all your gear in a
pouch. The pouch also acts like a sandbag for stabilization.

Armenian Street, Penang.
What do you need?
Cameras
Pick your smallest camera capable of manual settings. If
you’re using your smartphone, consider purchasing a third
party app to allow you to adjust camera settings manually.
Tripod
A very tiny gorilla-pod or Z mount to help you angle your
camera and keep it steady. Traditional tripods could be
asking for trouble and gathering too much attention.

My pouch that acts as a sandbag. I use it in place of a
tripod.
A bonus tip is to dress like a tourist, even if it’s your
hometown. I usually wear a hat, flip flops, t-shirt and
shorts/track pants.
TIPS AND TRICKS
My top seven tips and tricks for street photography:
1. Recce
I usually take a walk around and decide what I want to
shoot and where I want to shoot so that I don’t waste
time. I don’t want to lose natural light being stuck at the
wrong spot. Most of my long exposure or beauty shots
happen in the evening between 6 and 7 PM. I do a quick
Instagram and Google image search before I hit a location.
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This helps me see what other photographers have done in
a place and I identify interesting frames and locations.
2. Permissions
If I’m at a place like a hawkers’ stall, I’ll take a walk around
and usually order my food at the most interesting stall to
me. Usually the one that faces the road. After my meal I
ask if it’s OK for me to take a few pictures; they usually
oblige. Sometimes, they’ll pose for the first few photos. I
am not a huge fan of them interacting with the camera. So
after a few I ask them to continue their work by motioning
to them. I always want to snap a few pictures while they’re
working.

5. Mirrors
I also keep a look out for large mirrors or reflective glass
from retail stores on the street. This works in trains, too. I
typically notice that people exude better posture in front
of mirrors and it’s interesting to capture them along with
their reflections. I usually find such frames and water for
the moment to happen. Having a telephoto or a zoom lens
is an advantage in these situations.

3. Burst Mode
While I’m sitting at a place waiting for people to pass or
capture a moment, I shoot on burst or continuous mode.
As you squeeze your shutter button the camera clicks
multiple photos. This way I get to capture movement of
people walking. I like it when they lean slightly forward
and their legs are stretched in an “inverted V” or if I’m
lucky a model type “S”.
4. Reflections
Reflections are always interesting. Textures and lights
reflected on buildings and water make for very lucid
images. Most streets these days have parked cars that
make some of the frames really ugly. I discovered that the
rooftops of these cars could come in quite handy to
capture a reflection of a building. Black cars work better.

Chinese Temple. Penang. Malaysia. Reflections caught
on the roof top of a black car.

MRT. Kuala Lumpur. Shot on Samsung Galaxy Note 5.
6. Vignettes or Separation
Vignettes or darker backgrounds make for contrasting
images to separate the main subject. I’m always on the
lookout for frames that naturally do this.

Chin Swee Temple. Genting Highlands. Malaysia.
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7. Lens Cleaning
Wipe your lens to avoid flare, especially on streets with a
lot of dust and street food, I’ve noticed that there is a lot
of oil in the atmosphere. This makes the lens sticky. The
lenses attract more dust and also create a lens flares on
street lights. This happens more when I’m using my
smartphone. I carry a bunch of disposable microfiber
wipes. They are available for spectacles and they come in a
pouch. They are also disposable. I use them on my camera
lens, too. Using cloth usually smears grease around the
lens. Especially when I notice extra flares in my photos, I’ll
quickly stop for lens cleaning.

About the Author:
Mark is a corporate film and documentary filmmaker at
https://webinteractivefilms.com. He also produces
commercial photography shoots and loves to shares tips
on photography.
Source: Picture correct – photography Tips & Techniques

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION

Shot on Samsung Galaxy Note 5. Notice smaller
sensors give out larger lens flares. Malacca. Malaysia.
POST PRODUCTION
A bonus tip is to touch up your photos. Consider removing
unwanted wires and other small distractions before you
publish them. Creating vignettes, cross processing colors
and background blurs also help to create your own style of
photos. I use them to separate my subject from all the
chaos in the backgrounds. You could also use a polar filter
on Photoshop to make your wide pics look like a small
world or planet. These mega wide 360 degree looks make
for interesting points of views.
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COMPETITION NEWS

HCC FACEBOOK

FORF

ToNmake
thingsCeasy
on Competition nights, can members
EWSLETTER
ONTRIBUTION
please print out their own copy of the Competition
Scoresheet from the website and fill it in beforehand.
Please print clearly so that it easy to transcribe the
information onto the website.

Hawkesbury Camera Club has a Facebook page. Follow us
EWSLETTER
onNFacebook
at CONTRIBUTION
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/

Don’t forget to make use of all of the features for members
on the Hawkesbury Camera Club website at
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/

NOTE: please ensure there are no images other than
Competition photos on the USB when submitting images
on the competition night.
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MAKING NEWS IN AUGUST!
WORKSHOP
Garden Photography
12 September
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COMPETITION
Movement
19 September
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Self-Judging Competition – with votes
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OUTING
Mirabooka Excursion-Castle Hill
22 September
We are very grateful to Sam McLeod who arranged our last camera club excursion. On Saturday 22nd
September we were very privileged to be invited to visit Mirabooka, a private garden at Castle Hill. About
10 of us attended and we had 5 acres of magnificent gardens to roam filled with beautiful flowers, birds,
water features and huge trees. There was something for everyone here and we spend several very happy
hours. We practiced our close-ups on flowers and insects, worked on some landscapes and tried to catch
the many lovely birds. There were water features, and pools to work on reflections. Our very gracious host,
Jason and his sister Janey, provided a lovely morning tea and chatted about the garden which was
established by their father and the lovely architect designed award winning home build in 1963 and still
loved and cared for by their family just minutes from the busy Castle Hill shops but felt like it was miles
away because of the serenity of the gardens.
Thanks again Sam for thinking of us and sharing such a wonderful spot!
Article by
Deborah Cloake
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Photos by Deborah Cloake
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Photos by Cathy Callan
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OUT N ABOUT IN THE COMMUNITY
Macquarie Towns Orchestra
16 September
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Photos by Marian Paap
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OUT N ABOUT IN THE COMMUNITY
Relay for Life - Clarendon
22 September
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Ian Cambourne with Heather Lee, 91 years young and completed her 100,000 steps today!
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Photos by Marian Paap

Newsletter Contributions
To the Newsletter Editor-Marian Paap – newslettereditor@hawkesburycameraclub.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/hawkesburyimages/
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/
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